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Webinar 
Agenda

Topics:
•Drive Transferable Skills 
Assessment 

•Career Assessment Framework
•Common Transitioner
Challenges

•Report Review: Purpose and 
Structure of Each Section

•Combining Pre-meeting 
Reflection Exercise with Drive 
Report
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What is Drive?
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A comprehensive online transferable skills 
assessment
Designed to provide:

• Insight into skills clients enjoy and are 
motivated to use and develop

• Language of strengths
• Bridge for transferring skills to new 

options
• Suggested career options and 

development activities
• Platform of strengths for self-

marketing; resumes and interviews
Enhanced confidence in career 

decision-making 3
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The Skill Wheel

The Skill Wheel 
provides a 
comprehensive 
picture of how 
the 54 skills 
make up the 
whole. 



Challenges
• Assessing the type of 
change is needed: function, 
industry, company

• Skills rooted in experience –
limits perception of options 

• Unaware of underlying 
transferable skills used in 
work experience

• Seek realistic and desirable 
career options

• Family, time, money & 
motivation constraints
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Transitioners

5
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Career Assessment Framework
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POLL

How many times have you reviewed 
Drive (or Express) report with clients?

• None yet
• 1 – 9
• 10 – 20
• 21+



Case Study – Kristen’s Background
30+ years of human resources experience in a variety of educational and 
non-profit organizations; most recently an HR Analyst at a large 
University in SF. 

Various Roles: Human Resources Director, Coordinator of Faculty 
Recruitment, HR Generalist and HR Analyst, Administration.

Education: Law degree; admitted to the bar, BA in History and SPHR, 
Senior Professional in Human Resources.

Current Likes/Dislikes: Pluses - boss and colleagues, daily challenges, 
understands needs of stakeholders. Negatives – role is repetitive, 
everything is standardized, high volume workload and works in a bullpen.

Counseling Issue: Being passed over for higher-level roles by younger 
colleagues. Questioning if its time to retire, start her own business, apply 
to different departments, other organizations? Wants more direct 
involvement with customers/clients and make a contribution.
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Kristen -
Personal Skill 
Chart  

Hierarchy of skills 
in  top four 
categories



Kristen -
Lower two 
Categories
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Kristen - Skill Set 
Portfolio

Sub-grouping of 
skills from top 
categories.
__

Labels highlight 
and validate core 
strengths
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Career 
Guide –
Snap-
shot
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Skill
Development 
Report
High potential 
skills (moderate 
proficiency / high 
enjoyment – “8”)
___

Provides 
development 
activities

13
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Kristen 
Strategic 
Skill Profile
_

Snapshot of a 
clients’ most 
relevant skills
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Kristen’s Outcome
Within one year:
• Used the language and accomplishments from Drive and 

coaching to communicate her contributions in a resume and 
interviews

• Applied for higher-level management roles in the larger 
organization

• Hired as a Human Resources Manager for a campus 
institute

• Retired 2 years later
Noted in her current LinkedIn Profile
• About section: HR expert, with concentrations in talent management, 

HR systems and IT, legal compliance, performance management and 
employee relations. 

• Last job: In charge of HR function for faculty, academic and staff 
employees. Drive HR initiatives and serve as consultant to faculty and 
managers. Member of leadership team.
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Q & A
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Case Study – Garret’s Profile

• Late 20’s with 7 years of work experience in 
education; academic advising and currently 
working a registrar specialist for an Extension 
Program

• Education: BA in Politics
• Current situation: No upward mobility, not 

learning much, very administrative-oriented
• Enjoys academic advising but wants to 

explore other options in education and 
business
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Garret: Pre-Meeting Reflection Exercise
“Most Rewarding Work Experiences”

• Advised students on degree and certificate requirements – felt I 
had a positive impact on their lives

• Developed knowledge about Peoplesoft and student information 
systems. Trained other staff on using the systems. Enjoyed 
serving as a knowledge source for other staff

• The faculty relied on me heavily to handle advising for the program 
and to make decisions about course offerings and various aspects 
of the program

• Created personalized graduation plans, built forms in Docusign.

• Became a subject matter on how certificate programs are 
developed on both the academic and system side.



What skill themes to you hear in Garret’s 
rewarding experiences?

- type in chat
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Garret’s -
Personal Skill 
Chart –

Hierarchy of 
skills in  top four 
categories
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Lower Two 
Categories
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Garret’s - Skill Set 
Portfolio

Sub-grouping of 
skills from top 
categories.
__

Labels highlight and 
validate core 
strengths
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Garret’s Career Guide Snapshot - Career options organized by top skill sets
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Garret’s

Expanded 
Guides –
Career 
Options by 
Skill Set
_

Provides direct 
links to O*Net



Garret’s 
Next 
Steps

Short Term:
Explore - Functional Consultant Role for 
PeopleSoft (informational interview). 
• Many of his skills are transferable from 

educational advising, training colleagues, and 
technology knowledge and but for an 
organization that sells systems to colleges.

Longer Term:
Research Additional Education Paths
• Educational Technology
• Project Management Certification
• User Interface Design (UX)

Other
• Various Career Paths in Student Services that 

require a master’s degree
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Q & A
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Case Study – Sheryl’s Background
• Currently not working, married with two young 

children under age five at home
• Educ: BA in Psychology
• Work Experience: Nine years of experience in 

education; instructional aide, research assistant and 
behavior therapist working with special needs 
children

• Current situation: Wants a well-paying career with a 
flexible schedule, that is low stress to complement 
husband’s project-based income

• Is exploring dental hygienist option but would have 
many pre-requisites

• Counseling goal: identify and explore other options
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Sheryl - Most Rewarding Work Experiences

• Trained new staff members; I loved sharing and 
explaining methods that we used to teach the kids

• Built trust with a reluctant parent. Showed her the value 
of the techniques we used and taught her to implement 
them. Felt I was making a difference.

• Worked with other summer camp staff members to 
come-up with a compelling curriculum to keep the kids 
engaged.

• As a behavior therapist I enjoyed the problem-solving; 
figuring out the function of the behavior and creative 
ways to meet their needs in an appropriate way. 



What skill themes to you hear in Sheryl’s 
rewarding experiences?

- type in chat
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Sheryl’s 
Personal 
Skill 
Profile
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Sheryl’s
Lowest 
Two
Categories
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Sheryl’s
Skill Set 
Portfolio
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Sheryl’s
Career 
Guide –
Expanded 
Guide



Sheryl’s 
Next 
Steps

Eliminated: Dental Hygiene

Explore: Check out positions in the 
local school districts; talk to former 
colleagues and professors
- Set up search agents on Indeed.com 
and SimplyHired.com

Research:
Master Degree programs or courses 
(online) until both kids are in school
• Speech Therapist
• School Psychologist
• Program Specialist (Special 

Education)
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Q & A
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Scoring Key
SkillScan
Scoring Key

Proficiency (1-3 
range)

x Importance 
(1-4 range) 

= Scores

Dominant High (3) x High (4) = 12

Support High (3) x Moderate (3) = 9

High 
Potential

Moderate (2) x High (4) = 8

Indifferent Moderate (2) X Moderate (3) = 6

Burn-out High (3) x Low (2) = 6
Low Interest Moderate (2) x Low (2) = 4

*Scores of 2’s and lower not reflected in report  
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Reflection Questions for 
Transitioners

• When did you feel most successful in a job? When least successful? What 
made you feel successful?

• Describe your background; explain transitions, likes and dislikes.
• For each of your jobs, rank your preferred job roles and describe what was 

most enjoyable.
• What skills have you used in the past? Which were most enjoyable, which 

were not?
• Brainstorm your favorite work accomplishments. Select 5 and write about 

what you did, the parts that were enjoyable and the outcome.

Other Prework to Provide a Fuller Picture of Client Skills and 
Motivations
• Use various exercises from the SkillScan Learning Center such as 

Holland’s Interest exercise, Values Assessment, Ideal Work Environment, 
etc.
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Combined Approach: Use a 
Reflection Exercise and Drive 

to Guide the Conversation
Expected Outcomes:

• Reflection Exercise: Reveals patterns of 
preferences and strengths from rewarding work 
experiences. Validates skills on the Drive report.

• Discussion of other skills and Skill Sets on the 
Drive report leads to new discoveries of their 
preferences and strengths. 

• New insights generated: “I am more creative than 
I thought”, “I really enjoy building a team to 
achieve our team goals”, “I enjoy solving complex 
problems where I can make an impact”.

• The combined approach clarifies the client’s true  
capabilities and preferences which enables them 
to take ownership of their and increases 
confidence. 
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Q & A
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Universe

SkillScan’s 
universe of  
skills and 
abilities

Core

Identify 
transferable 
skills; skill 
categories, 
individual skills 
and skill sets

Develop

Develop 
preferred skills

Focus

Narrow down 
career options

Market

Highlight 
preferred skills

Skills-Focused Model
“It’s important to 

know one’s greatest 
strengths and preferences 

at all stages.”

Awareness and Application of Transferable SkillsLOW HIGH
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